LAE Engineering GmbH
“We strive to provide reliable, safe,
sustainable and cost-efficient solutions to
complex tasks in control and automation
technology and electrical engineering.“
Werner Rensch
CEO of LAE

Success story – Solvay Östringen – mixing facility

The task
When Solvay from Östringen approached Wiesloch-based engineering firm LAE to discuss a new contract,
the brief sounded like a complex challenge: the client was looking for a partner company that could take
care of the planning, delivery and automation of its mixing facility – a new and ultra-modern resin
production facility – completely independently and at short notice. Time was of the essence: aircraft
manufacturers were increasingly demanding lightweight materials, and Solvay needed to rapidly increase
its production capacity to satisfy demand.
Wanted: general contractors with wide-ranging expertise
As a supplier of high-quality, premium products – including semi-finished products made from carbon fibre
destined for the aerospace industry, for example – Solvay had defined a complex requirements profile for
each of its diverse markets. The selected general contractor would need to undertake the planning of the
entire production system, including control technology, the production network and data integration. The
partner would also be responsible for the extensive programme of automation-related tasks required to
integrate a thermal exhaust gas cleaning system sourced by Solvay from a third party; it would also install a
higher-level system to control the building’s ventilation, heating, and cooling technology and plan and
execute the networking and integration of these technologies into the existing control system.
The solution
LAE – the perfect partner for complex projects
LAE Engineering GmbH is ideally structured to tackle these kinds of projects: With the help of three of the
five LAE divisions, the project team at LAE produced a full quotation for a complete turnkey solution – with
clearly defined tasks for each division involved. Internally, each of these divisions worked under their own
team leader, but there was only one point of contact tasked with maintaining an overview of all of the
internal and external elements of the project for the customer: Engineer Klaus Philipp, Head of the
Industrial Division and the appointed chief project manager for this incredibly complex task.
Turnkey – A complete solution with one client contact
The proposed solution incorporated a consistent system structure that drew on the expertise of the
three LAE specialist divisions to deliver maximum customer benefit in the planning and execution of
the production system, the building control technology, and the automation of the exhaust gas
cleaning unit.
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A tight schedule – Coordinated under one roof
All of the benefits offered by LAE – its outstanding references, impressive quotation, the anticipated
synergy effects arising through the collaboration between its divisions and its fixed deadlines – resulted in
Solvay choosing the company as its new partner. The project got under way with a very tight schedule:
Something that LAE chose to view not as an obstacle, but as another challenge to overcome. Klaus Philipp
explains:
“From the assessment phase to the start of production, we only had around 24 months to play with. Bearing
in mind the complexity of this project, and the diverse range of tasks involved, we can be very proud of what
we have achieved.”
Customer benefits
One consistent system structure for all components
By involving the partner at an early stage and adopting a holistic, integrated approach throughout the
project, LAE aimed to measurably enhance customer benefit: for example by minimising coordination
between project interfaces, as this was taken care of internally by LAE. The combined expertise of the three
LAE divisions involved meant that the company was able to implement the optimal solution quickly by
coordinating requirements between the various plants and seamlessly incorporating all of their needs. The
result was a perfectly tailored production environment, a thermal exhaust gas cleaning system tuned to the
production set-up, and a system capable of producing goods of the highest quality while also minimising
consumption of resources.
Customer benefits in this project:
Turnkey – everything from a single source
The turnkey production hall was automated by a single partner, with one contact for the entire project and
all essential components. The aim of this approach was to optimise the interfaces to build a single
consistent operating concept for all systems and external sub-systems.
Thought through – wiring plan and software
A consistent structure throughout the wiring plan and software brought significant benefits during system
planning and installation, which continued to commissioning and maintenance.
Defined – PLC programming
The entire PLC program was created based on the “SIMATIC S7 TIA Portal”. The existing overarching
system structure provided a framework for the PLC program. An equipment and object list compiled in
advance in accordance with ISA-88 ensured a that a defined interface to the Wonderware HMI system
was in place.
Fault-free – HMI programming
The HMI programming used “Wonderware lnBatch/System Platform”. As with PLC programming, the
existing overarching system structure and the equipment and object list compiled in accordance with ISA88 formed an interface between these two systems.
Overarching – electrical planning
The electrical circuit diagrams were created in EPlan. As already seen in the software, the existing
overarching system structure provided a basic framework for the creation of the circuit diagram.
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Top priorities – safety, ATEX and CE conformity
Safety was a top priority throughout the project: from the technology selected for the Siemens S7 1500F
safety control systems through to the redundancy concept applied to the IT hardware, software, virtual
system environment, UPS and back-up systems with automatic data saving. The systems that operate in exzones comply with ATEX standards. Solvay was supported throughout the CE conformity process, from the
initial stages through to final documentation.
Seamless commissioning on the agreed date
Despite the complex set of challenges and tight deadline – involving an execution phase of less than eight
months – LAE was able to hand over the completed production hall to a satisfied client within the specified
time scales. Dr Langhorst, Project Manager at Solvay Östringen, comments: “Our decision to partner with
LAE as a general contractor for this project – which forms part of a larger plant expansion at our Östringen
site – was exactly the right choice. It made project coordination significantly easier and more effective. This
was evident at the project interfaces in particular. We were thoroughly impressed by the smooth progress
of the project and their on-time delivery of the final results”.
Conclusion
Chief Engineer Klaus Philipp is also positive about the results achieved in the project. He is particularly
pleased with the enhanced customer benefit achieved by involving LAE in all three project phases at an
early stage – from the initial assessment through to definition and execution: “This enabled us to identify
any potential problems in good time and to develop solutions to these problems at an early stage of the
project. To deliver our high levels of service across a project this extensive with such tight time scales was
an extraordinary challenge for us, but our entire team was committed to making it a success”.
Execution
From the very beginning, the aim of the project was to build Solvay a highly automated system that would
be capable of safely executing all processes in a reproducible way.
Process systems / Industrial division
The Process Systems / Industrial division played the major role in this project: it delivered all of the
equipment and services for the customer’s tailored production systems, including control technology, the
production network and data integration. During 3D hall planning, one of the systems required over 1500
metres of pipelines to be laid, meaning that all sub-system deliveries, switch cabinet construction and
software programming work had to be monitored. A server system with two Siemens S7 1500 safety
controllers was installed to automate the system. The system includes four control cabinets, six power
cabinets and five remote ET200ISP stations. It also incorporates seven pump stations, a mixer, a filter
system and an extruder.
The LAE team’s in-depth retrofitting knowledge proved incredibly useful during the integration of subsystems sourced from third parties: the integration of new system components and sub-systems in
industrial equipment modification projects is run-of-the-mill business for the Wiesloch-based firm
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The icing on the cake was the sophisticated Wonderware InBatch-based recipe management and reporting
system for the production system. The four redundant IPCs with HMIs based on the Archestra platform were
also realised with Wonderware products. The final stage of the work was the integration of data from
reports and data logging. A complex processing system can only be monitored and controlled if all of the
relevant data is brought together in a reliable way. Historian software – which is also supplied by
Wonderware – is used for remote data logging.
Throughout the project, the team monitored the work closely to ensure compliance with the CE machine
safety regulations: LAE has for many years been training its employees in these requirements and providing
support to its customers in their implementation.

Caption: The mixer head in the new
mixing facility for Solvay GmbH in
Östringen

Caption: View of the extruder mixer plant
extension in the new mixing facility in Östringen.

SOLVAY GmbH
The Composite Materials division within the Solvay Group produces, engineers and markets highperformance materials for the aviation and aerospace industries.
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